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Eliam nB. 'Jones - Re: Review of Manual Actions for DC Fire Protection Page

From: David Proulx
To: Rebecca Nease
Date: 6/9/03 12:02PM
Subject: Re: Review of Manual Actions for DC Fire Protection

The licensee spent $$$$ on analyzing the situation with the vendor's approved computer code (RETRAN).
They input 20 minutes to close a PORV and 40 minutes to Initiate AFW. RETRAN calculated that peak
clad temps would be well below 2200 degrees and that they would have less than 10% void fraction, and
concluded that although they did not meet the design basis, it was not safety significant. In risk space, the
increased CDP with these conditions may be a different story, but they have not yet been successful in
figuring out a way to model it.

In the meantime we will muddle through the phase 2. Take care.

DP

>>> Rebecca Nease 06/09/03 11:31AM >>>
Thanks for the head's up, David. You're do g a great job of keeping them honest on these FP Issues.

They may have a point wit in fact, if you look at NU G-10 Backfitting Guidelines,'
there Is a pseudo definition As go e Ic goes: l the
licensee submitted a pro osal on the docketAN

becaus-eAe na t is very samv . The violation was upheld mostly
-MLMXX~0 could not prove the ey had clearly submitte their methodology.

FYI: I will be performing the Phase 2 on your (very complicated and very good) ASD issue this week. I
need to follow the process, however broken, the best I can. I will then present the risk to the SRAs for
approval. To do this, I need the Ignition frequency of the cabinets in which the circuitry-of-interest reside.
I believe you have already provided this information In an e-mail to the SRAs with a cc to me. I'll keep you
posted on my progress.

Again, thanks for keeping me informed.

>>> David Prouix 06/03/03 12:07PM >>>
The licensee came to me today and presented an NRC letter that 'proved' NRC has previously approved
of all of their manual actions In a fire scenario. The licensee applied for an exemption to Appx R so that
they could take credit for flashlights in lieu of 8 hr. emergency lights. As a companion to this request, the
licensee submitted their safe shutdown analysis to show where the flashlights would be needed. The
NRC reviewed this application and denied the exemption to do without emergency lights.

The licensee taking the very tenuous position that because they Included the safe shutdown package with
the emergency lighting request, the NRC gave tacit approval for the manual actions as well.

Ile letter to you (Rebcca) for your take on it as well

DP
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